lists

Finding “Hidden Lists” with Valuable and
Unexpected Genealogical Information
David A. Norris offers tips on how to better utilize
the information found in lists

L

ists are great building

blocks for genealogical research. Finding ancestors on
ship passenger lists, military muster, and tax rolls can provide vital
links in a family history.
Beyond an array of widelyavailable and well-publicized lists
lies a world in what one might call
“hidden lists”. Tallies of names
compiled for many purposes hide
in early newspapers, county court
records, legislative volumes, and
other sources. Finding such lists
and sifting the information found
in them can reveal some true surprises. The lists can be highly
specific indeed, perhaps revealing
when an ancestor stepped off a
stagecoach and signed a hotel register; obtained a liquor license; or
perhaps even saw one of the first
giraffes shown in North America.
Often, there aren’t enough names
in these elusive lists to make
them into new genealogical publications, so the lists stay hidden.
We’ll look at some of these lists
and consider some ways to tailor a
search for them that might enrich
your own genealogy research.
Newspapers had local lists that
collected countless thousands of
names. For instance, it was common to see them print names of
new hotel guests, or passengers
arriving by steamship in coastal
towns. Although I have not seen
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This list of unclaimed letters was in
the Raleigh Minerva, or Anti-Jacobin
on 22 August, 1803. (North Carolina
Newspapers)
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lists of train passengers, I have run
across Western newspapers that
listed passengers arriving in town
by stagecoach.
Until the mid-19th century (and
later in rural areas), people had to
pick up their mail at the post office
because there was no mail delivery
to homes or businesses. Names
on unclaimed letters appeared in
newspaper columns. Occasionally,
one also sees lists of “un-mailable”
letters languishing in the post office, perhaps for lack of postage or
a partially omitted address.
If the tax records of an ancestor’s
county are missing, portions of
them might be available through
newspapers. It’s not uncommon at
all to find long lists of delinquent
taxpayers, perhaps with the names
sorted by locations such as townships or city wards.
Congress passed a “Direct Tax”
in 1798, to finance the Quasi-War
with France. Dropped in 1802,
the direct tax returned in 1812 to
finance the new war with Great
Britain. They repealed the tax in
1817. Most tax rolls from these
levies have been lost; a few fragments of these records can be
found at Ancestry.com and other
sources. For some states, useful (although partial) substitutes
appear as newspaper lists of
delinquent payers for the War of
1812 taxes.

